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A list of words are learned.New (distractor) and study (target) words are repeated at different lags lengths in the test.EEG was recorded.For the intervention, words were put in a sentence during acquisition.
A location, a person and an auditory word are presented together.Two elements are paired correctly and incorrectly in the test.EEG was recorded.For the intervention, a story was created around the three elements during acquisition.
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ElectrophysiologyElectrophysiologyElectrophysiologyElectrophysiologyYoung (18-30 years); n=15.Older (55+ years); n=15.Completed tasks below. InterventionInterventionInterventionInterventionControl (55+ years); n=20.Intervention (55+ years); n=20.Completed tasks below.Opposition TaskOpposition TaskOpposition TaskOpposition Task WWW TaskWWW TaskWWW TaskWWW Task

Sig main effect for lag.Young show higher accuracy for lag 0 and 16 on Distractor words. Sig main effect of True or False.Young show higher accuracy across each trial type.
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Sig main effect for lag.Intervention group show higher accuracy across lag 0, 4 and 16 on Distractors, and lag 0 and 4 on Targets. Sig main effect for True or False.Control group show lower accuracy for True Background Face and Background Word, and each False trial.
Young showed a significantly larger mean amplitude. Mean amplitude was significantly smaller in the older.
Older showed a significantly smaller mean amplitude. Mean amplitude was significantly larger in the young.
True showed a significantly earlier latency in the young. False showed a significantly later latency in the older.

Source memory is the recollection of the context of an event; how an item was acquired, when and where we learned facts, and any other aspects associated with an event (Schacter et  al., 1994).Older adults display more difficulty than young when it comes toremembering events in the context of time and place (Jennings and Jacoby, 1997).The Opposition task is a widely used task measuring time estimation; the Where-Who-What (WWW) task is a newly developed task measuring context.These tasks were analysed behaviourally and with electrophysiology to determine any age-related differences.Deeper Processing has been found to enhance retention of memory when attending to the semantic information of an item (Craik & Tulving, 1975).Older adults have been found to be impaired on measures of source memory; therefore an intervention of enhanced processing was implemented at time of acquisition to improve source memory. Behavioural differences in correct identification of time and context, indicate a decline in source memory associated with ageing.Electrophysiology indicates that a deterioration in source memory due to ageing, may be caused by lower brain activation.Combined lower brain activation and lower accuracy scores may bepredictive of source memory dysfunction.Overall differences in ERPs indicated a shift from posterior to anterior activation in older adults, corresponding with the PASA model (Davis et al., 2008).A cognitive intervention at the time of acquisition can improve memory functioning, which can benefit source memory in ageing.Enhanced processing can be used in everyday instances to alleviate impairments in source memory.Craik, F. I. M. & Tulving, E. (1975). Depth of Processing and the Retention of Words in Episodic Memory. Journal of Experimental Psychology: General, 104(3), 268-294.Davis, S. W., Dennis, N. A., Daselaar, S. M., Fleck, M. S. & Cabeza, R. (2008).  QuéPASA? The Posterior-Anterior Shift in Ageing. Cerebral Cortex, 18, 1201-1209.Jennings, J. M, & Jacoby, L. L. (1997). An Opposition Procedure for Detecting Age-Related Deficits in Recollection: Telling Effects of Repetition. Aging, 12(2), 352-361.Schacter, D. L., Osowiecki, D., Kaszniak, A. W., Kihlstrom, J. F., & Valdiserri, M. (1994). Source Memory: Extending the Boundaries of Age-Related Deficits. Psychology and Aging, 9(1), 81–89.


